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Abstract
In this paper, a dynamical process in a statistical thermodynamic system of spins exhibiting a
phase transition is described on a contact manifold, where such a dynamical process is a process that a
metastable equilibrium state evolves into the most stable symmetry broken equilibrium state. Metastable
and equilibrium states in the symmetry broken phase or ordered phase are assumed to be described as
pruned projections of Legendre submanifolds of contact manifolds, where these pruned projections of
the submanifolds express hysteresis and pseudo-free energy curves. Singularities associated with phase
transitions are naturally arose in this framework as has been suggested by Legendre singularity theory.
Then a particular contact Hamiltonian vector field is proposed so that a pruned segment of the projected
Legendre submanifold is a stable fixed point set in a region of a contact manifold, and that another
pruned segment is a unstable fixed point set. This contact Hamiltonian vector field is identified with a
dynamical process departing from a metastable equilibrium state to the most stable equilibrium one. To
show the statements above explicitly an Ising type spin model with long-range interactions, called the
Husimi-Temperley model, is focused, where this model exhibits a phase transition.
1 Introduction
Contact geometry is known as an odd-dimensional analogue of symplectic geometry [1, 2, 3], and has been
studied from viewpoints of pure and applied mathematics [4]. From the pure mathematics side, contact
topology[5], contact Riemannian geometry [6], and so on [7] are studied. From the applied mathematics
side, geometrization of thermodynamics [8, 9], statistical mechanics [10, 11], applications to information
geometry [12, 13, 14], and so on [15, 16, 17, 18, 19] are studied. In particular contact geometric approaches
to thermodynamics [20, 21] and dissipative mechanics [22, 23, 24] are intensively studied. Although the both
sides are close in some sense [25], we feel that some gap between them exists, and that profound theorems
found in pure mathematics should be applied to such application areas. By filling such a gap, undiscovered
notions and facts are expected to be found as in other previous contacts between physics and geometry [26, 27]
Nonequilibrium statistical mechanics and thermodynamics are developing branches of physics, interesting
in their own right [28, 29], and their development should prove useful in various research areas, since these
branches are closely related to nanotechnology [30], mathematical engineering including Markov chain Monte
Carlo methods[31], and so on [32, 33]. Nonequilibrium phenomena are time-dependent thermodynamic phe-
nomena, and some simple cases have successfully been addressed [34, 35]. Although intricate systems are
never fully appreciated, some progress in understanding such has been made in proper frameworks. An
example is on a dynamical process from a metastable state into a most stable equilibrium state [36]. An-
























further progress. As stated above, although considerable activity is being devoted to formulate nonequilib-
rium statistical thermodynamics, there is little consensus in the literature on its foundation. To establish a
foundation of nonequilibrium theory, one might focus on a canonical example as a first step. This is because
the Ising model, a canonical model, played a central role in developing equilibrium theory [38]. Choosing a
simple toy model appropriately many quantities are evaluated analytically, and insights can be gained from
its simplicity. One of such a good model is the Husimi-Temperley model. This is based on the Ising model,
by modifying the interaction range from the nearest neighbor one to the global or mean field type. This
model, the Husimi-Temperley model, exhibits a phase transition, and several quantities can be calculated
analytically [39, 40, 41]. On the one hand, one might be concerned that such long-range interactions are
physically irrelevant. On the other hand, one might think that systems with long-range interactions are
ubiquitous in the world. Examples of such systems include self-gravitating particles, two-dimensional fluid,
and so on [36]. These examples together with the assumption that the existence of a universality class of
statistical systems, the investigation of statistical systems of spins with long-range interactions is physically
relevant. In this paper this later perspective is adapted.
To formulate nonequilibrium statistical mechanics one might take the attitude that a contact geometric
approach is employed [42, 12, 43]. One of the questions in constructing such a formulation is how to
deal with phase transitions [44], and another one is how to introduce dynamics describing nonequilibrium
phenomena. In this paper both of these questions are addressed for the case of the Husimi-Temperley model,
that is an Ising type model. This model enables many quantities to be expressed analytically, and because
of its simplicity physical insights can be gained. One advantage of the use of contact geometry is that
Legendre singularity theory [45] is expected to provide a sophisticated tool set to elucidate mechanisms of
phase transitions [46, 47].
Outline of this contribution
In this paper analysis of the Husimi-Temperley model is summarized to make this paper self-contained, and
then its geometric description is proposed. In this proposal stable and unstable segments of the hysteresis
and pseudo-free energy curves are considered. Each curve is identified with a union of pruned segments of
a projected Legendre submanifold, where this Legendre submanifold is a 1-dimensional submanifold of a
3-dimensional contact manifold. In this framework a thermodynamic phase space is identified with a contact
manifold where the contact form restricts vector fields so that the first law of thermodynamics holds, and the
time-development of contact Hamiltonian systems is identified with the time-development of thermodynamic
processes in thermodynamic phase spaces. The main theorem in this paper and its physical interpretation
are informally stated as follows.
Claim 1.1. (Informal version of Theorem 3.1). The integral curves of a contact Hamiltonian vector field on
a 3-dimensional contact manifold connect a unstable segment of a Legendre submanifold and a stable one.
Physically this contact Hamiltonian vector field expresses the dynamical process departing from a unstable
branch of the hysteresis curve to a stable one. Simultaneously this vector field expresses the dynamical
process departing from a unstable branch of the free-energy curve to a stable one.
To explain how to arrive at this claim, a procedure together with calculations of this paper is summarized
below. Since this summary is an abstraction of the calculations for the specific model, this summary is seen
as a generalization from the specific procedure.
1. Introduce a statistical model (of spins) with a parameter J 0 ∈ R, let x ∈ R and y ∈ R denote a
dimensionless applied external field and the negative of magnetization, respectively. Then x and y form
a pair of thermodynamic conjugate variables. In general, the main task for elucidating thermodynamic
properties of a microscopic model is to calculate the corresponding partition function by integrating
all the degrees of freedom with some measure. This measure is often chosen as the canonical measure,
and the partition function yields the free-energy. Consider the case that a dimensionless free-energy










where µ ∈ N is a label for discriminating various local minima of ψ J0 with respect to y, and y ∗µ denotes
a local minimum point. In this paper the following form of ψ J0 is focused:





š(∆) d ∆, ∆ := 2J 0y + x,
where š is a function, and š(∆) = tanh(∆) for the Husimi-Temperley model.
2. Introduce the 3-dimensional contact manifold (T ∗R × R, λ) whose coordinates are (x, y, z) so that
λ = dz + y dx is a contact 1-form. Then a union of (metastable) equilibrium states are identi-
fied with a Legendre submanifold. The coordinate expression of a (metastable) equilibrium state
is (x, y ∗µ (x), z(x, y
∗





y ∗µ − š(∆ ∗µ)
)
J 0 = 0,
∂ψ J0
∂x
= −y ∗µ, z = ψ J0(x, y ∗µ), ∆ ∗µ := 2J 0y ∗µ + x,
with š constituting a self-consistent equation y ∗µ = š(∆
∗
µ). Self-consistent equations often appear in
the study of systems with phase transitions, where a phase transition is equivalent to a bifurcation of
the solution of the self-consistent equation. From this construction, the hysteresis curve is nothing but
the projection of the Legendre submanifold onto the (x, y)-plane up to sign convention. In addition,
the pseudo-free energy curve is the projection of the Legendre submanifold onto the (x, z)-plane.
The set of multiple branches of the hysteresis curve is recognized as a multi-valued function of x,
x 7→ y ∗µ = y ∗µ(x). If this multi-valued function is invertible, then x = x(y ∗µ) exists, where the function
y ∗µ 7→ x(y ∗µ) may be a single-valued function. In this model x can explicitly be written in terms
of y ∗µ on the Legendre submanifold, and the multiple branches of the hysteresis curve can be drawn
by varying the value of y ∗µ continuously in the recognition that the graph (x, y
∗
µ(x)) is depicted by
(x(y ∗µ), y
∗
µ), where x : y
∗
µ 7→ x(y ∗µ) is a single-valued function. Thus the Legendre submanifold whose
projections are labeled by µ can be treated as a one submanifold, rather than multiple submanifolds.
The projection of the Legendre submanifold onto the (x, z)-plane expresses a pseudo-free energy as a
multi-valued function. This multi-valued function expresses a set of metastable, unstable, and most
stable equilibrium states. These projections in the symmetry broken phase are depicted in Fig. 1. Note
that ψ J0 is not convex with respect to x (see Remark 2.1 and Ref. [48]), whereas ψ J0 is convex with
respect to y in the high temperature phase (see Remark 2.1 together with Fig. 7).
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x = x(y ∗µ)
Figure 1: Unpruned projections of the Legendre submanifold in the low temperature phase (symmetry broken
phase). (Left) The (x, z)-plane. (Right) The (x, y)-plane.
3. Prune the top branch on the (x, z)-plane of the projection (see Fig. 2). This pruning procedure is
equivalent to prune the middle segment passing through (0, 0) on the (x, y)-plane. Then the resultant
disconnected segments of the projection of the Legendre submanifold yield disconnected hysteresis and
pseudo-free energy curves that are expected to be observed in experiments.
4. Choose a contact Hamiltonian
h(x, y, z) = ψ 0(x)(z − ψ 1(x))(z − ψ 2(x)),
where ψ 0 is a positive function of x. Its corresponding contact Hamiltonian vector field expresses the
dynamical process on the (x, y)- and (x, z)-planes. The pruned projections of the Legendre submanifold




z = ψ 2(x)
defined on I +
z = ψ 1(x)
defined on I +
z = ψ 2(x)
defined on I −
z = ψ 1(x)
defined on I −













x = x(y ∗µ)
I − I +
Figure 2: Pruned segments of the projections of the Legendre submanifold in the low temperature phase
(symmetry broken phase). The regions I ∓ are such that I − := {x ∈ R<0 |ψ 1(x) < ψ 2(x) } ⊂ R and
I + := {x ∈ R>0 |ψ 1(x) < ψ 2(x) } ⊂ R, where ψµ(x) = ψ J0(x, y ∗µ(x)) is an abbreviation. (Left) The
(x, z)-plane. (Right) The (x, y)-plane.
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Figure 3: Contact Hamiltonian vector field that expresses the dynamical process in the low temperature
phase (symmetry broken phase). The fixed point sets are pruned segments of the projections of the Legendre
submanifold. (Left) The (x, z)-plane. (Right) The (x, y)-plane.
In the case where there is only one single-valued function of x one can find a contact Hamiltonian such
that the corresponding segment of the projection of the Legendre submanifold is attractor as has been argued
in Refs. [12, 25].
As a corollary of Claim 1.1, the following is obtained.
Claim 1.2. (Informal version of Corollary 3.1). When pruning the unstable segments of the projected
Legendre submanifold, as the set of attractors of the contact Hamiltonian systems, the cusp of the shape ∧











Figure 4: Union of the stable pruned projections of the Legendre submanifold in the low temperature phase
(symmetry broken phase). (Left) The (x, z)-plane. The cusp of the shape ∧ appears, and the existence of
this cusp corresponds to the existence of the 1st-order phase transition. (Right) The (x, y)-plane. The kink
of the shape yp appears, and this expresses the experimental observation where the hysteresis curve is ruined
by perturbation.
From Claim 1.2, the long-time evolution of the proposing contact Hamiltonian system plays a similar role
of the Maxwell construction discussed in thermodynamics and the role of the convexification by the Legendre
transforms.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, some preliminaries are provided in order
to keep this paper self-contained. They are basics of contact geometry including projections of Legendre
submanifolds, contact Hamiltonian systems, and so on. In addition the so-called Husimi-Temperley model
and its thermodynamics are briefly summarized. In Section 3, after arguing that metastable and unstable
equilibrium states are described as a Legendre submanifold in a contact manifold, pruned segments of the
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projected Legendre submanifold are introduced. Then, a contact Hamiltonian vector field is introduced
where this vector field expresses the dynamical process under the case that the unstable and stable segments
of the hysteresis curve exist in the symmetry broken phase. Section 4 summarizes this paper and discusses
some future works. In Section A of Appendix, the case of unpruned projection of the Legendre submanifold
is briefly studied.
2 Preliminaries
This section is intended to provide a brief summary of the necessary background, and consists of 2 parts.
They are about contact geometry, and about thermodynamic properties of the Husimi-Temperley model.
2.1 Contact and symplectic geometries
To argue contact geometry of nonequilibrium thermodynamics, some known facts on contact and symplectic
geometries are summarized and notations are fixed here [1, 2]. Various formulas and tools developed in
differential geometry are known [26, 27]. For example, the Lie derivative of a k-form α along a vector field
X can be written as LXα = dıXα + ıXdα, where d is the exterior derivative and ıX the interior product
with X. This is known as the Cartan formula.
Let C be a (2n+ 1)-dimensional manifold (n = 1, 2, . . .), and λ a 1-form on C such that
λ ∧ dλ ∧ · · · ∧ dλ︸ ︷︷ ︸
n
6= 0, at any point on C.
Then this λ is referred to as a contact form. Notice that another 1-form f λ with f being a non-vanishing
function is also a contact form if λ is contact. If a 2n-dimensional vector space E ⊂ T pC is written by
E = kerλ with kerλ = { X ∈ TpC | λ(X) = 0 } around p ∈ C, then the pair (C, kerλ) is referred to as a
(2n+ 1)-dimensional contact manifold (in the wider sense), where λ(X) denotes the pairing between λ and
X. According to the Darboux theorem, there exist coordinates (x, y, z) such that









where x = (x 1, . . . , xn) and y = (y 1, . . . , yn). These coordinates are referred to as canonical or Darboux
coordinates. If there exists such a contact form globally over C, then the pair (C, λ) is referred to as a contact
manifold (in the narrower sense). One typical contact manifold is given as T ∗Rn × R with some 1-form.
On a contact manifold (C, λ), there exists a vector field R that satisfies
ıR dλ = 0, and ıRλ = 1.
This R is referred to as the Reeb vector field, and is uniquely determined for a fixed λ. This is written as
R = ∂/∂z in the canonical coordinates such that λ is written as (1).
A contact vector field X is a vector field on a contact manifold (C, λ) that preserves the contact structure
kerλ, LXλ = fλ with f being a non-vanishing function. There is a way to specify a contact vector field
with a function described below. The contact Hamiltonian vector field Xh associated with a function h is
the uniquely determined vector field such that
ıXhλ = h, λ ∧ LXhλ = 0, (2)
where the second equation reduces to
ıXhdλ = − (dh− (Rh)λ),
which is shown by applying ıR and the Cartan formula. The function h is referred to as a contact Hamiltonian.
Note that there are some sign conventions on defining contact Hamiltonian vector fields. The coordinate
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where ẋ, ẏ, and ż are the functions
ẋ a = − ∂h
∂y a












, a = 1, . . . , n.
Identifying ˙ = d/dt and t ∈ I, (I ⊆ R), one has that Xh expresses a dynamical system. The t will be
identified with time in Section 3. This dynamical system is referred to as a contact Hamiltonian system
associated with h. For 3-dimensional contact manifolds, one can drop the subscripts and superscripts as








, ż = h− y ∂h
∂y
.









, ż = h− y ∂h
∂y
. (3)
On contact manifolds, some special submanifolds play important roles. Given a (2n + 1)-dimensional
contact manifold (C, λ), an n-dimensional submanifold such that φ ∗λ = 0 is referred to as a Legendre
submanifold ( Legendrian submanifold ), where φ ∗ is the pullback of an embedding φ. Such a submanifold is
generated by a function, and an example is shown in Example 2.1. If the dimension of a Legendre submanifold
is unity, then this submanifold is referred to as a Legendre curve.
Example 2.1. Let (R 3, λ) be a 3-dimensional contact manifold, (x, y, z) its coordinates, and λ = dz∓ y dx.
In addition, let ψR be a function of x. Then
φAψR =
{
(x, y, z) ∈ R 3
∣∣∣∣ z = ψR(x), and y = ±dψRdx
}
is a Legendre submanifold generated by ψR due to φ
∗λ = 0 and dim(φAψR) = 1.
Another example being relevant to this paper is as follows.
Example 2.2. Let (R 3, λ) be a 3-dimensional contact manifold, (x, y, z) its coordinates, and λ = dz− y dx.
In addition, let ψ I, f I, and ∆ be the functions
ψ I(x, y) = y
2 − f I(∆), ∆(x, y) = 2y − x.
Then the embedded manifold
φAψ I =
{
(x, y, z) ∈ R 3
∣∣∣∣ z = ψ I(x, y), and y = df Id∆ (∆(x, y)), where x ∈ I
}
, (4)
is a Legendre submanifold, where y = df I/d∆ can be treated as an algebraic equation for y with x being a
continuous parameter, and I ⊂ R is a region in which the real solution for y exists. The submanifold (4) is
verified to be Legendrian as dim(φAψ I) = 1 and


























Similarly, for the case that
λ = dz + y dx, ψ I = y




(x, y, z) ∈ R 3
∣∣∣∣ z = ψ I(x, y), and y = −df Id∆ (∆(x, y)), where x ∈ I
}
,
is Legendrian. In some physical context, the algebraic equation above appears as a self-consistent equation
for determining the value of an order parameter in statistical mechanics (see around (15)).
In Example 2.2 with λ = dz − y dx, it follows that
∂ψ I
∂y
= 2y − 2df I
d∆
= 0 on φAψI ,
implying that y on the Legendre submanifold is written by the solution to ∂ψ I/∂y = 0, and that the solution
is written in terms of the derivative y = df I/d∆. This structure motivates the following generalization from
Example 2.2.
Example 2.3. Let (T ∗R×R, λ) be a 3-dimensional contact manifold with λ = dz+ y dx where (x, y, z) its
coordinates. In addition, let ψ II be a function of (x, y). Then the embedded manifold
φAψ II =
{
(x, y, z) ∈ T ∗R× R
∣∣∣∣ z = ψ II(x, y), y = −∂ψ II∂x , ∂ψ II∂y = 0. where x ∈ I
}
, (5)
is a Legendre submanifold, where ∂ψ II/∂y = 0 can be treated as an algebraic equation for y with x being
a parameter, and I ⊂ R is a region in which the real solution for y exists. This submanifold is Legendrian
due to dim(φAψ II) = 1 and φ ∗λ = 0.
In what follows some projections of Legendre submanifolds are defined. Consider first the cotangent bun-
dle T ∗R. Let x be a coordinate of R, and y a coordinate of T ∗xR. The so-called Liouville 1-form is expressed
as α = y dx, inducing a symplectic form expressed as ω = dα = dy ∧ dx. Second, let z be a coordinate of
another R. Then take the 3-dimensional contact manifold, (T ∗R×R, λ) where λ = dz ∓α. On this contact
manifold a Legendre submanifold, or Legendre curve, is identified with an embedded 1-dimensional curve in
the 3-dimensional manifold, and its projection onto a plane could yield some singularities. The projection
of the Legendre curve onto the (x, y)-plane is referred to as a Lagrange map, and that onto the (x, z)-plane
as a Legendre map. The image of a Legendre map is referred to as the wave front of the Legendre curve.
Example 2.4. For the case of λ = dz ∓ y dx, the wave front of the Legendre curve generated by ψR being
a (single-valued) function depending on x
φAψR =
{
(x, y, z) ∈ T ∗R× R
∣∣∣∣ y = ±dψRdx (x), and z = ψR(x)
}
is the graph (x, ψR(x)) on the (x, z)-plane. Here there is no singularity associated with this projection
provided that ψR is smooth.
Example 2.5. For the case of λ = dz − y dx, the wave front of the Legendre curve
φAψ ′I =
{
(x, y, z) ∈ T ∗R× R
∣∣∣∣ z = y2 − ∆ 33 , y = ∆ 2, where ∆(x, y) = 2y − x, and −18 ≤ x
}
(6)
is obtained as follows (see Example 2.2, and take f(∆) = ∆ 3/3 with λ = dz − y dx). First the conditions










which can be seen as a multi-valued function of x. Each branch of this multi-valued function is jointed at
x = −1/8, as can be verified from y+(−1/8) = y−(−1/8) = 1/16. Second, z = y 2 −∆ 3/3 is drawn on the
(x, z)-plane as





Hence, the wave front is (x, z+(x)) ∪ (x, z−(x)), where z±(x) = z(x, y±(x)).
In Fig.5, the projections of the Legendre curve onto various planes are shown. A singular point appears
at x = −1/8 on the wave front. The projection onto the (x, z)-plane can be seen as a double-valued function.
This view will be used in analyzing a dynamical process in Section 3.
Figure 5: Projection of (6), where + and − denote the lines obtained by y+(x) and y−(x), respectively.
(Left) Projection onto the (x, z)-plane, the wave front. (Middle) Projection onto the (x, y)-plane, the image
of the Lagrange map. (Right) Projection onto the (y, z)-plane.
2.2 Thermodynamics of the Husimi-Temperley model
In this subsection an Ising type spin system is introduced, and then its thermodynamic properties derived
with canonical statistical mechanics are summarized. The aim of this subsection is to introduce a toy model,
where that model should be appropriate in the sense that most of quantities are analytically obtained and
introduced quantities are physically interpretable. In Section 3, geometric analysis of this model will be
shown.
Consider a lattice whose total number of lattice points is N . At the lattice point specified by i ∈
{1, . . . , N} ⊂ N put a spin variable σ i = ±1, and then σ := (σ 1, . . . , σN ). The space of the spin variables is
denoted S = {±1}N , so that σ ∈ S. The total energy defined for this system is introduced as










where J 0 ∈ R is constant expressing the strength of spin interactions, and H ∈ R constant expressing an
externally applied magnetic field. Equation (7) is seen as a function, H : S → R. This model is referred to








which is an order parameter. The variables m and H form a thermodynamic conjugate pair.
The canonical statistical mechanics is then applied to the Husimi-Temperley model so that thermody-
namic properties of this model are elucidated, where the heat bath temperature is denoted by T > 0. The



















l=1 σ l ,
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where β has been defined by β = 1/(kBT ) with kB being the Boltzmann constant. In the following the so-
called saddle point method for Gaussian integral is applied so that an approximate expression of Z is obtained
for N  1. Under this approximation the free energy obtained from that Z yields various thermodynamic
quantities by differentiation.











b s, s ∈ R







































βJ 0 + βH
)) ]]
.












βJ 0 + βH
)) ]]
,
where some irrelevant constants have been omitted. This approximation is known as the saddle point method.
Under this approximation the free energy F = −kBT lnZ is
F ' F saddle, F saddle(T,H;β, J 0) = kBTN min
ξ∈R
[






βJ 0 + βH
)) ]
.
This expression is rewritten by introducing the variable y satisfying ξ = y
√
βJ 0 as




2 − ln (2 cosh (2βJ 0y + βH ) )
]
(8)
= Nf β,J 0(x, y
∗), (9)
where
x = H, (10)
y ∗ = arg min
y∈R
f β,J 0(x, y), (11)
f β,J 0(x, y) = J 0y
2 − 1
β
ln (2 cosh (2βJ 0 y + βx ) ) , (12)
From (9), the physical meaning of f β,J 0(x, y
∗) is the value of the free energy per degree of freedom. From
(9) and (12), f β,J 0(x, y) can be interpreted as a relaxation or extension of f β,J 0(x, y
∗), where y ∗ is relaxed
to y ∈ R. This function f β,J 0 : R 2 → R is referred to as a pseudo-free energy (per degree of freedom) in this
paper. The dissimilarity between pseudo-free energy and free energy is that the convexity of pseudo-free
energy is not guaranteed.







with µ ∈ N denoting a label for a solution to (13). The reason for introducing labels µ is to take into account
the possibility that the algebraic equation (13) has at most countably many solutions. This equation, (13),
is explicitly expressed as
y ∗µ − tanh(2βJ 0y ∗µ + βx ) = 0, µ = 1, 2, . . . . (14)
Notice that y ∗ satisfies (14), since y ∗ is chosen from possible y ∗µ, (µ = 1, 2, . . .). One way to solve (14) is to
find intersection points of the curve and the line on the (y, s)-plane,
s x;β,J 0(y) = tanh(2βJ 0y + βx ), and s(y) = y, (15)
In Fig. 6, the intersection points discussed above are shown.
Figure 6: Intersection points of (15) are the solutions to (14). (Left) There are 3 intersection points in the






3 . (Right) There is 1
intersection point in the high temperature phase (β = 0.4, J 0 = 1.0, x = 0.1), which is denoted by y
∗
1 .
Although an explicit expression for y ∗µ as a function of x, β, J 0 is not obtained, a condition when the





 > 1 the number of solutions is 3,= 1 the critical point,
< 1 the number of solutions is 1
, (16)
where ỹ ∗ is the solution of (14) near y = 0. Hence the critical point is determined by the tangency condition
ds x;β,J 0/dy = 1 at y = ỹ











For example, consider the systems without external magnetic field, x = 0, from which ỹ ∗ = 0. This and
(17) yield that β = 1/(2J 0) is the critical point, at which the number of the solutions changes. This critical
point associated with a phase transition with respect to temperature divides 1-dimensional region R>0 into
two, where this domain is the totality of β. One is the low temperature phase, and the other one the high
temperature phase. The low temperature phase is also referred to as the ordered phase and as symmetry
broken phase. For each phase, f β,J 0(x, y) as a function of y is shown in Fig.7. The solution found around
y = 0 of s x;β,J 0(y) = s(y) in (15) is approximately expressed as
y ∼ βx
1− 2βJ 0
, around y = 0
with the Taylor expansion of tanh(·) around the origin.
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Figure 7: Graph of f β,J 0(x, y) as a function of y with x kept fixed. The point y
∗(x) as a particular point
of the y-axis assigns the equilibrium thermodynamic state for each x, where y ∗(x) = arg minµ f β,J 0(x, y
∗
µ)
with y ∗µ being solutions to ∂f β,J 0/∂y = 0, (see (13)). (Left) There are 3 solutions y
∗
µ in the low temperature






3 . (Right) There is 1 solution y
∗
µ in the
high temperature phase (β = 0.4, J 0 = 1.0, x = 0.1), which is denoted by y
∗
1 .








To verify this, one first expresses 〈m 〉can in terms of a derivative of F . Then, the resultant expression is






















βF ' βF saddle = βNf β,J 0(x, y ∗),
together with (12) and (14), one has the desired relation,
〈m 〉can ' −
∂(βf β,J 0(x, y
∗))
∂(βx)
= − tanh(2βJ 0y ∗ + βx) = − y ∗.
Since 〈m 〉can ' −y ∗ and
−1 ≤ 〈m 〉can ≤ 1,
the y ∗ is physically interpretable if
y ∗ ∈ Υ, Υ = (−1, 1),
where Υ = [−1, 1]. To discuss properties of the pseudo-free energy, restrict ourselves to the case that








, −1 < ς < 1,
that this x can be written as a function of y ∗µ, x : Υ→ R such that





1 + y ∗µ
1− y ∗µ
)
, y ∗µ ∈ Υ. (18)
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The curve y ∗µ 7→ x(y ∗µ) is a single-valued function of y ∗µ, and has the property that x(−y ∗µ) = −x(y ∗µ).




y ∗µ, around y
∗
µ = 0
with the Taylor expansion of ln(·).
To discuss various quantities without any physical dimension, one introduces
ψ J0(x, y) := J 0y
2 − ln(2 cosh(2J 0y + x)), J 0 := βJ 0, x := βx, y(x) := y(βx), (19)
from (10), (11), and (12). Note that ψ J0(x, y) can be written as βf J0(x, y), and that y = y due to the
property that y is dimensionless. Similarly, y ∗µ(x) := y
∗
µ(βx), and from the definition of y
∗
µ and (14) it
follows that
y ∗µ − tanh(2J 0y ∗µ + x) = 0, (20)
which can be written as





1 + y ∗µ
1− y ∗µ
)
, y ∗µ ∈ Υ. (21)
The graph (x, y ∗µ(x)) can be depicted with (21), and this curve passes from (−∞,−1), via (0, 0), to (+∞,+1)
on the (x, y)-plane. It is convenient to introduce the function
s x;J 0(y) = tanh(2J 0y + x),
that corresponds to s x;β,J 0(y) in (15).


























Remark 2.1. Observe from (16)–(17) and (22)–(24) the following.
1. For each y ∗µ, the function ψ J0(x, y
∗







cosh2(2J 0y ∗µ + x)
< 0.







cosh2(2J 0y + x)
)
.
3. When 2J 0 ≥ 1, it follows from 1/(1− y ∗µ
2
) ≥ 1 in (24) that dx/dy ∗µ can vanish,
dx
dy ∗µ







Hence in the region 2J 0 ≥ 1, the quantity dy ∗µ/dx can diverge, where the dy ∗µ/dx is the negative of
the normalized magnetic susceptibility.
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To avoid cumbersome notation we drop the bar, · · ·, in the following.
Remark 2.2. Observe that the y ∗µ is a solution to the algebraic equation ∂ψ J0/∂y = 0, due to (23). This
solution y ∗µ is written as the negative of the derivative −∂ψ J0/∂x, due to (22). This structure for x and y
has also appeared in Example 2.3.
Physical interpretations of states specified with y ∗ and y ∗µ are assumed.
Postulate 2.1. (Metastable and unstable equilibrium states). Fix J 0(6= 0) and x. When y = y ∗µ(x) and




µ 6= y ∗ = arg minµ′ ψ J 0(x, y ∗µ′), the state specified by (x, y ∗µ(x), ψ J 0(x, y ∗µ(x))) is
assumed to express a metastable or unstable equilibrium state labeled with µ. In addition, when y = y ∗ and
z = ψ J 0(x, y
∗(x)), the state (x, y ∗(x), ψ J 0(x, y
∗(x))) is assumed to express the (most-stable) equilibrium
state.
In Postulate 2.1, the terms “metastable equilibrium state” and “unstable equilibrium state” have been
written, and they are briefly explained here. In this paper, equilibrium states are special states where pairs
of thermodynamic variables can be described as the derivatives of a (multi-valued) potential. By definition,
there is a potential function defined at equilibrium states. Equilibrium states are then classified with these
potential functions as follows. If the potential function is a single-valued function and convex, then this
function expresses the most stable equilibrium state. If it is not the case, then such an equilibrium state
is either a metastable equilibrium state or a unstable equilibrium state. There is little consensus in the
literature on how to define or to distinguish between metastable and unstable equilibrium states. In this
paper, the dissimilarity of the metastable and unstable equilibrium states is that the unstable equilibrium
states are not observed in experiments. In the conventional thermodynamics, the most stable equilibrium
state is constructed by the convexification with the Legendre transform.
Definitions of metastable, unstable, and the most stable equilibrium states for the Husimi-Temperley
model will be given in the language of contact geometry in the following section (see Definition 3.2).
From Postulate 2.1, the discussions in this subsection have been about unstable and metastable equilib-
rium states and the equilibrium state. So far no dynamical property of the system has been discussed. In
the next section, dynamical equations will be proposed by giving a contact Hamiltonian.
3 Geometry of dynamical process in symmetry broken phase
In this section, a contact geometric description of the thermodynamic variables derived from the Husimi-
Temperley model is given, and a physically appropriate dynamical system is proposed. To this end, physically
allowed process are discussed in terms of contact geometry first.
Consider a possible thermodynamic state specified by (2n + 1) variables, where the even number 2n is
due to the pair of thermodynamic conjugate variables, and the 1 due to the free energy value. During a
change of thermodynamic states, the first law of thermodynamics should hold. To discuss a smooth change
of a state in time in terms of differential geometry, one introduces a (2n+1)-dimensional manifold, a 1-form,
and a vector field on the manifold. This 1-form is used for restricting vector fields so that the first law of
thermodynamics holds. From this discussion, a contact manifold (C, λ), or (C, kerλ) in a wider sense, and
a class of vector fields are introduced for describing thermodynamics. In this context, C = T ∗Q × R is a
natural manifold with Q being a manifold. On this setting an infinitesimal contact transform, that is a
contact vector field, gives physically allowed processes as curves by integrating the vector field X ∈ kerλ.
Thus, in this paper
• a thermodynamic phase space is identified with a contact manifold,
• a thermodynamic state is identified with a point of the manifold,
• a dynamical thermodynamic process in a certain class of nonequilibrium processes is identified with an
integral curve of a contact vector field.
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Beyond this formal procedure, for describing a particular thermodynamic process or phenomenon, one spec-
ifies an appropriate contact vector field on the contact manifold. Choosing such an appropriate vector field
from various allowed contact vector fields is not straightforward in general. Instead, rather than a vector
field, one can alternatively choose a function, since there is a correspondence between a function and a
contact vector field, and such a function is a contact Hamiltonian.
For the Husimi-Temperley model, the thermodynamic phase space is specified as follows in this paper.
Definition 3.1. (Thermodynamic phase space and contact manifold). Let x be a coordinate for R, y that
for T ∗xR, and z that for another R. Take the 3-dimensional manifold C = T ∗R × R, and λ the 1-form
λ = dz + y dx. This C is referred to as the thermodynamic phase space for the Husimi-Temperley model. In
addition the pair (C, λ) is referred to as the contact manifold for the Husimi-Temperley model.
The coordinates in Definition 3.1 at the most stable equilibrium are interpreted as x = βH, y ' − 〈m 〉can,
and z is the lowest value of the dimensionless free-energy, βf β,J 0 , where ' is due to the saddle point ap-
proximation. Notice that entropy and temperature are not included in Definition 3.1, and the magnetization
and the externally applied magnetic field are focused in this paper so that the dimension of the manifold
is 3, which renders various discussions on geometric properties simple. Temperature is then treated as a
parameter, and thus all the curves in the thermodynamic phase space express isothermal processes in this
paper.
3.1 Equilibrium
Equilibrium states are the most fundamental states in thermodynamic systems since they form the backbone
of various thermodynamic states. At equilibrium a thermodynamic quantity as a function can be obtained
by differentiating a potential with respect to the corresponding thermodynamic conjugate variable. In case
of a gas system with constant temperature and volume environment, this potential is the Helmholtz free
energy. In case of systems of spins on lattices, an appropriate potential is ψ = βF with F being the Gibbs
free energy. From some arguments in thermodynamics, there is a set of correspondences between a fluid
system contained in a box and a spin system. A magnetization and an applied external magnetic field in the
spin system correspond to a volume and the negative of pressure in the fluid system.
In the framework of contact geometric thermodynamics, an equilibrium state is described as a Legendre
submanifold generated by a function, where such a function is identified with a thermodynamic potential. For
the Husimi-Temperley model, the metastable, unstable, and the most stable equilibrium states are defined as
in a special case of Example 2.3. In the high temperature phase, the projection of the Legendre submanifold
onto the (x, z)-plane can be expressed as a (single-valued) function, where the number of the labels is unity
and thus the label can be omitted. Meanwhile in the symmetry broken phase, the projection of the Legendre
submanifold onto the (x, z)-plane can be expressed as a 3-valued function. To discriminate these branches
of this 3-valued function, introduce the single-valued functions ψ 3, ψ 1, and ψ 2 such that
ψ J 0(x, y) =
 ψ 3(x, y) the top branch on the (x, z)-planeψ 1(x, y) the bottom branch on the (x, z)-plane
ψ 2(x, y) the other branch on the (x, z)-plane
in the symmetry broken phase,
where the suffix J 0 for ψ 1, ψ 2, and ψ 3 has been omitted.
Definition 3.2. (Metastable, unstable, and most stable equilibrium states). On the thermodynamic phase
space C of (C, λ) in Definition 3.1, let ψ J 0 be the function of (x, y) as in (19). Then in the high temperature
phase, the submanifold specified by z = ψ J 0 , y = y
∗ = − ∂ψ J 0/∂x, and ∂ψ J 0/∂y| y=y ∗ = 0 is the Legendre
submanifold generated by ψ J 0 , where y
∗ is the unique solution that is written as the derivative of ψ J 0 , (see
(22)). This Legendre submanifold is referred to as the equilibrium state. In the symmetry broken phase,
the Legendre submanifold with z = ψ 1, y = y
∗
1 = − ∂ψ 1/∂x, and ∂ψ 1/∂y| y=y ∗1 = 0 is referred to as
the most stable equilibrium state. The the Legendre submanifold with z = ψ 3, y = y
∗
3 = − ∂ψ 3/∂x, and
∂ψ 3/∂y| y=y ∗3 = 0 is referred to as the unstable equilibrium state. The Legendre submanifold with z = ψ 2,
y = y ∗2 = − ∂ψ 2/∂x, and ∂ψ 2/∂y| y=y ∗2 = 0 is referred to as the metastable equilibrium state.
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Notice in Definition 3.2 that, although the number of the Legendre submanifold is 1, there are 2 non-
most-stable equilibrium states and 1 the most stable equilibrium state for the Husimi-Temperley model. The
metastable, unstable, and most stable equilibrium states are originated from the Legendre submanifold, and
are yielded by a classification and partition of the submanifold.
Several projections of Legendre submanifolds are defined in contact geometry as have briefly been sum-
marized in Section 2.1. In some cases singular points are described in a lower dimensional space and some
multi-valued functions can be described. To detect phase transition and to characterize transitions in terms
of contact geometry, such projections are applied to the equilibrium states of the Husimi-Temperley model.
In the physics literature it is common to draw graphs on the (y, z)-plane. These graphs on the (y, z)-plane
correspond to the graphs in Fig. 7 with some scaling factor. In the following other projections are focused.
In Fig. 8, the 2 cases of the wave front are depicted. From this set of the cases, as known in the literature,
the one in the lower temperature phase and the one in high temperature phase are distinguished. Such a
difference is due to a phase transition. In the framework of standard thermodynamics [49], the branch having
the lowest value of the free energy is observed, and the ones having higher values are not observed. Hence the
cusp of the wedge shape ∧, obtained by pruning the branches forming O in the left and middle panels, should
appear in perturbed or noisy systems in experiments. A physical interpretation of the branches having non-
lowest values varies, and ours is that those branches represent metastable and unstable equilibrium states (see
Fig.2 of Ref.[46]). In the case where the shape ∧ appears, the phase transition with respect to the externally
applied field H is classified as the 1st-order phase transition, since the free energy z as a function is not
differentiable at this cusp point.
Figure 8: Projections of the Legendre submanifold generated by ψ J 0(x, y) onto the (x, z)-plane (wave front).
These were drawn with the use of (21) and (19) by varying the value of y in (−1, 1). (Left) Far from the
critical point in the low temperature phase (J 0 = 1.0 in the dimensionless variable, obtained from β = 1.0
and J 0 = 1.0 as the dimensional variables), (Middle) Near the critical point in the low temperature phase
(J 0 = 0.6 in the dimensionless variable, obtained from β = 0.6 and J 0 = 1.0 as the dimensional variables),
(Right) the high temperature phase (J 0 = 0.4 in the dimensionless variable, obtained from β = 0.4 and
J 0 = 1.0 as the dimensional variables).
In Fig. 9, the images of the Lagrange map are drawn. As in the case of Fig. 8, the lower temperature
phase differs from the higher temperature one, and forms a multi-valued function with the shape of S. In
perturbed or noisy systems, such a multi-valued function does not appear. One of observed structures in
such experiments is a kink structure of the shape yp. Another one, which we focus on first, is a pair of the
disconnected curves that are obtained by pruning the middle segment passing through the origin (0, 0), since
such middle segment is physically unstable. In this case, a hysteresis phenomenon takes place. As will be
discussed, from Corollary 3.1, the kink yp will be obtained as a stable fixed point set in the contact manifold.
In Fig. 10, points of the projections shown in Figs. 8 and 9 are plotted for the low temperature phase. A
spinodal point is the point where dx/dy = 0 in general, and in this case they are ii and iv on the (x, y)-plane.
In Ref.[49] the Van der Waals gas system is considered, and the corresponding branch is identified with
being “unphysical”. Then, in the Husimi–Temperley model, the segment in between the spinodal points is
unphysical. In this paper unphysical states are assumed to be invisible or ruined. In this sense the present
projection of the curve does not reflect correct thermodynamics. To render this segment non-existent,
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Figure 9: Projections of the Legendre submanifold generated by ψ J 0(x, y) onto the (x, y)-plane (Images of
the Lagrange map). These were drawn with the use of (21) by varying the value of y in (−1, 1). (Left) Far
from the critical point in the low temperature phase (J 0 = 1.0 in the dimensionless variable constructed from
β = 1.0 and J 0 = 1.0 in the dimensional variables), (Middle) Near the critical point in the low temperature
phase (J 0 = 0.6 in the dimensionless variable, obtained from β = 0.6 and J 0 = 1.0 as the dimensional
variables), (Right) The high temperature phase (J 0 = 0.4 in the dimensionless variable, obtained from
β = 0.4 and J 0 = 1.0 as the dimensional variables).
introduce a pruned projection of the Legendre curve by removing such an invisible segment. The resultant
pruned projection of the Legendre curve onto the (x, y)-plane consists of disconnected curves. Similarly the
resultant projection onto the (x, z)-plane consists of disconnected curves.
Figure 10: Points of the projections shown in Figs. 8 and 9. The points 0, . . . , vi in the left figure correspond
to the points 0, . . . , vi in the right one. (Left) The curve was drawn with the use of (21) and (19) by varying
the value of y in (−1, 1). The undirected curves v − vi, i− ii, ii− iii in the left figure are the images of the
functions ψ 1, ψ 2, and ψ 3, argued in Section 3.2. (Right) The line was drawn with the use of (21) by varying
the value of y in (−1, 1). The points ii and iv are spinodal points, and they are expressed as (x(y ∗µ−), y ∗µ−)
and (x(y ∗µ+), y
∗
µ+). These spinodal points y
∗
µ± and x as a function of y have been defined in (25) and (21),
respectively.
In Fig. 11 the pair of the disconnected curves is shown on the (x, y)-plane. This pair of the curves is
obtained by pruning the middle segment passing through the origin (x, y) = (0, 0). Edges of the pruned








µ± have been defined
in (25) and x as a function of y ∗µ has been defined in (21). The corresponding pruned projections onto the
(x, z)-planes form double-valued functions.
Singularities associated with the phase transition with respect to the external field do not appear in the
1-dimensional Legendre submanifold φA embedded in the 3-dimensional contact manifold. To verify this,
first recall that in general a singular point of a curve is a point where its tangent vector vanishes. Second,
focus on the curve on the Legendre submanifold γ xyz : Υ → φA, (y 7→ (x(y), y, z(y))), where y is the
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Figure 11: Pruned projections of the Legendre submanifold generated by ψ J 0(x, y) onto the (x, y)- and
(x, z)-planes. These were depicted with the use of (21) by varying the value of y in (−1, 1), and pruning the







y ∗µ± and x as a function of y have been defined in (25) and (21), respectively. The curves expressing lower
values of y in the lower panels of the left and right figures correspond to the curves of the shape of / in the
upper panels. (Left) Far from the critical point in the low temperature phase (J 0 = 1.0 in the dimensionless
variable constructed from β = 1.0 and J 0 = 1.0 in the dimensional variables). (Right) Near the critical point
in the low temperature phase (J 0 = 0.6 in the dimensionless variable, obtained from β = 0.6 and J 0 = 1.0
as the dimensional variables).






























6= 0, at any point of y ∈ Υ,
where (20), (23), (24) have been used, and γ xyz ∗ is the push-forward of γ xyz. Thus, there is no singular
point on the Legendre curve. Meanwhile such singularities appear on the (x, z)-plane as the result of the

























From this calculation and (25), one verifies that there are singular points at the spinodal points, y ∗µ±.
3.2 Nonequilibrium
Nonequilibrium processes are time-dependent thermodynamic processes, and their geometric descriptions
have been proposed in the literature. There are a variety of classes of nonequilibrium states, and our
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nonequilibrium thermodynamic states are such that thermodynamic variables can uniquely specify thermo-
dynamic states where such variables are initially defined at the equilibrium state. In the contact geometric
framework, such a description of a thermodynamic process is to choose a suitable contact Hamiltonian
system. Among various nonequilibrium thermodynamic processes, relaxation processes have mainly been
investigated, where such a process describes a time-development of a state towards the equilibrium state.
In this section, such an appropriate contact Hamiltonian is introduced for describing the dynamical process
from metastable equilibrium states to the most stable equilibrium one.
We focus on the low temperature phase (or symmetry broken phase), since the system in the high
temperature phase is equivalent to systems with no-phase transitions and has been addressed [12]. To
discuss system in Fig. 11, label branches of the 2-valued function of x as in Fig. 12 (left, low temperature
phase), where the function ψ J0 does not depend on y on the Legendre submanifold due to (23). Then, on
the Legendre submanifold generated by ψ J0 , the abbreviation ψµ(x) = ψ J0(x, y
∗
µ) is introduced for each
µ. The region I + ⊂ R>0 is defined such that there are two (single-valued) functions, in particular ψ 1 and
ψ 2 are labeled such that ψ 1(x) < ψ 2(x), (x ∈ I +). That is, I + := {x ∈ R>0 |ψ 1(x) < ψ 2(x) }. In the
high temperature phase, the (single-valued) function appears. Then, decompose the subset of the Legendre






(x, y, z) ∈ C
∣∣∣∣ y = − dψµdx , z = ψµ(x), x ∈ I +
}
, µ = 1, 2.
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z = ψ 2(x)
z = ψ 1(x)












z = ψ 1(x)
Figure 12: Wave front. (Left) Low temperature phase. The label µ for ψµ is chosen so that ψ 1(x) < ψ 2(x).
(Right) High temperature phase, the (single-valued) function appears.
One then can show the main theorem of this paper as below. Notice that no explicit expression of ψµ
defined on I + is needed for each µ.
Theorem 3.1. (Attractor as a segment of the hysteresis curve in the symmetry broken phase). On the
thermodynamic phase space for the Husimi-Temperley model, choose a contact Hamiltonian h as
h(x, z) = ψ 0(x)(z − ψ 1(x))(z − ψ 2(x)). (26)
where ψ 0 is an arbitrary function of x such that ψ 0(x) > 0. Then it follows that
1. The space φA I +1 is asymptotically stable in D+1 where
D+1 = { (x, y, z) ∈ C | x ∈ I +, z < ψ 2(x) }.
Proof. Our strategy for proving this is to show the existence of a Lyapunov function [50] for the dynamical
system obtained from substituting the contact Hamiltonian (26) into (3). The details are as follows.
First, a point of departure for this proof is to express the explicit form of the dynamical system written
in terms of the coordinates (x, y, z). From (3) and (26), the dynamical system is explicitly written as
ẋ = 0, (27)
ẏ = − dψ 0
dx












(z − ψ 1) (28)
ż = h = ψ 0(x)(z − ψ 1(x))(z − ψ 2(x)). (29)
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The next step is to find fixed point sets. From
ẋ|φAI+µ = 0, ẏ|φAI+µ = 0, ż|φAI+µ = 0, µ = 1, 2
one has that φAI+µ ⊂ C, (µ = 1, 2) forms a fixed point set for each µ. Here a phase portrait of the dynamical
system is roughly discussed. It follows from (27) that x is constant in time, and thus ψµ(x) does not depend
on time.
Third, to prove the theorem, a Lyapunov function is constructed [50]. Define the function V 1 in D+1 such
that
V 1(x, z) =
1
2
(z − ψ 1(x)) 2, (x, y, z) ∈ D+1
Then, it follows that
V 1(x, z) ≥ 0,
dV 1
dt
= (z − ψ 1)h(x, z) = ψ 0(z − ψ 1) 2(z − ψ 2) ≤ 0, (x, y, z) ∈ D+1 ,
where the equality holds on the fixed point set φA I +1 . Hence V 1 is a Lyapunov function in D+1 . According
to the theorem of Lyapunov, one completes the proof.
Theorem 3.1 shows that the proposed contact Hamiltonian vector field is such that the pruned segment of
the projected Legendre submanifold is an attractor in a region of a contact manifold. The global behavior for
z is understood from Fig. 13. One then deduces from Fig. 13 that, given x, limt→∞ z(t) = ψ 1(x) in D+1 . In
the case where there is only one function ψ of x defined on a region in R one can find a contact Hamiltonian
such that the corresponding segment of the projection of the Legendre submanifold is an attractor as has
been argued in Refs. [12, 25].
ż
z
ż = h(x, z)
0
z = ψ 1
z = ψ 2(x)
6
?
Figure 13: Phase space of the dynamical system consisting of ż = h(x, z) and ẋ = 0 ((29) and (27),
respectively). From ż = h, it follows that the zeros of h are the fixed points. From h in (26) its zeros are
the set z = ψ 1(x) and the set z = ψ 2(x). In addition, from the sign of h, the set z = ψ 1(x) is stable in D+1 .
This contact Hamiltonian vector field expresses the dynamical process departing from metastable equi-
librium states to the most stable equilibrium one.
To grasp local flow around the fixed point sets, the integral curves of the linearized equations are shown
below. For the point (yµ, zµ) = (−ψ ′µ, ψµ), introduce Yµ and Zµ such that
yµ(t) = −ψ ′µ(x) + Yµ(t), zµ(t) = ψµ(x) + Zµ(t), where ψ ′µ(x) :=
dψµ
dx
(x), µ = 1, 2
which yield linearized equations. To avoid cumbersome notations, introduce
ψ 21(x) = ψ 2(x)− ψ 1(x) > 0, (30)
for each point x. Then the linearized equations are obtained as
Ż 1 = − ψ 0 ψ 21︸ ︷︷ ︸
> 0
Z 1, Ż 2 = ψ 0 ψ 21︸ ︷︷ ︸
> 0
Z 2,
Ẏ 1 = −ψ 0 ψ 21 Y 1 + (ψ ′0 ψ 21 + ψ 0 ψ ′21 )Z 1, Ẏ 2 = ψ 0 ψ 21 Y 2 + (ψ ′0 ψ 21 + ψ 0 ψ ′21 )Z 2,
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where ψ ′21(x) = dψ 21/dx and ψ
′
0 = dψ 0/dx that are constants in time. To solve this linear system of
equations, letting cµ and dµ be the constants such that
c 1 = ψ 0 ψ 21, c 2 = − c 1, d 1 = ψ ′0 ψ 21 + ψ 0 ψ ′21, d 2 = −d 1,
one can write
Żµ = − cµZµ, Ẏµ = − cµYµ + dµZµ, µ = 1, 2.
The solution of this system is
Zµ(t) = Zµ(0) e
−cµ t, Yµ(t) = (Yµ(0) + dµZµ(0) t ) e
−cµ t.
From this, the inequalities c 1 > 0 and c 2 < 0, one has that the fixed point set φAI
+
1 is linearly stable, and
the φAI +2 linearly unstable. Observe from (30) that the strength of instability is large when the value of ψ 21
is large. The condition when ψ 21(x) is large can be read off from Fig. 11. The strength of such an instability
is small near the critical point, and it is large far from the critical point.
So far the phase space D+1 of the dynamical system is focused, and a similar claim can be stated for the
region D−1 , where D
−
1 is defined with some I − ⊂ R<0. By combining these and refining it, one has the
following.
Corollary 3.1. (Reconstruction of the stability of the hysteresis and pseudo-free energy curves as the
Legendre submanifold). Similar to the set D+1 = {(x, y, z) ∈ C |x ∈ I +, z < ψ 2(x)}, where I + has been
defined as I + = {x ∈ R>0 |ψ 1(x) < ψ 2(x) } ⊂ R in the caption to Fig. 2, introduce D−1 = {(x, y, z) ∈
C |x ∈ I −, z < ψ 2(x)}, where I − has been defined as I − = {x ∈ R<0 |ψ 1(x) < ψ 2(x) } ⊂ R in the
caption to Fig. 2. In the joined region D+1 ∪ D
−
1 in the contact manifold, one has the contact Hamiltonian
vector fields where the undirected curves 0− i and v − vi are stable fixed point sets, and i− ii and iv − v
are unstable fixed point sets of the curve without the curve ii− iv in Fig. 10.
Notice that the (y, z)-plane at x = 0 has been removed from C in Corollary 3.1. On this removed plane,
the double-valued function becomes a single valued function, and thus the present contact Hamiltonian is
not relevant.
In Fig. 14, the projected contact Hamiltonian vector fields on the 2 regions of C in Corollary 3.1 are
simultaneously shown. From this corollary, one has the following.
Remark 3.1. 1. The cusp of the shape ∧ on the (x, z)-plane is obtained in the long-time limit of the
time-development of the contact Hamiltonian system, where such a shape is expected to be observed
in experiments under perturbation.
2. The kink structure of the shape yp on the (x, y)-plane is obtained in the long-time limit of the time-
development of the contact Hamiltonian system, where such a kink shape is expected to be observed
in experiments under perturbation.
4 Discussions and conclusions
This paper offers a contact geometric approach to thermodynamic systems that exhibit a phase transition.
One key in this paper has been that the set of metastable, unstable, and the most stable equilibrium states is
identified with a Legendre submanifold whose projections form multi-valued functions. As the main theorem
of this paper unstable and stable segments of a hysteresis curve have been described as unstable and stable
fixed point sets for a contact Hamiltonian vector field. Simultaneously the pseudo-free energy curve has
also been described similarly, where this simultaneity is ascribed to the different projections of the unique
Legendre submanifold. On this 1-dimensional Legendre submanifold there is no singularity even in the
symmetry broken phase. Meanwhile there are singularities on the 2-dimensional plane as the result of the
projection. Although these calculations have been for the so-called Husimi-Temperley model, calculations for
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Figure 14: Projected contact Hamiltonian vector fields on the 2 regions of C stated in Corollary 3.1, where
the values of β and J 0 were chosen to express a thermodynamic phase space being far from the critical
point in the low temperature phase (J 0 = 1.0 in the dimensionless variable constructed from β = 1.0 and
J 0 = 1.0 in the dimensional variables). The pruned segments of the projections of the Legendre submanifold
are stable and unstable fixed point sets. (Left) The (x, z)-plane. (Right) The (x, y)-plane.
other models and those for the present model are expected to be similar. The series of calculations has been
summarized as a procedure, and then this procedure has been summarized in Introduction of this paper. A
significance of this study is to provide a unified geometric manner in which a contact Hamiltonian and a
single Legendre submanifold together with an associated pruning process lead to various notions and tools in
thermodynamics. Such notions and tools are non-most-stable and most stable equilibrium states, hysteresis
and pseudo-free energy curves, and rules similar to the Maxwell construction and the convexification.
There remain unsolved problems that have not been addressed in this paper. They include
• derive the contact Hamiltonian vector field from a dynamical system that describes microscopic spins [40],
• apply the present approach to various statistical mechanical models, thermodynamic systems, and
electric circuits [17],
• extend the present or similar analysis to high-dimensional systems, rather than the present 3-dimensional
contact manifold,
• apply Legendre singularity and cobordism theories intensively to thermodynamic systems [46, 51],
• clarify the relation between a contact version of the (graph) selector [52, 53] and the pruning introduced
in this paper.
and so on. By addressing these, it is expected that a relevant and sophisticated geometric methodology will
be established for dealing with various intricate systems and critical phenomena.
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A Appendix





z = ψ 3(x)
z = ψ 2(x)














z = ψ 1(x)
Figure 15: Wave front. (Left) Low temperature phase. The label µ for ψµ is chosen so that ψ 1(x) < ψ 2(x) <
ψ 3(x). (Right) High temperature phase, the (single-valued) function appears.
Three branch system
To discuss system in Fig. 8, label branches of the 3-valued function of x as in Fig. 15 (left, low temperature
phase), where the function ψ J0 does not depend on y on the Legendre submanifold due to (23). Then, as in
the case of Section 3.2, on the Legendre submanifold generated by ψ J0 , the abbreviation ψµ(x) = ψ J0(x, y
∗
µ)
is introduced for each µ. In the region I ⊂ R, there are three (single-valued) functions ψ 1, ψ 2, ψ 3 labeled
such that ψ 1(x) < ψ 2(x) < ψ 3(x), (x ∈ I). In the high temperature phase, the (single-valued) function
appears.
We focus on the low temperature phase again as in the case of the 2-valued function. To discuss the low
temperature phase, decompose the subset of the Legendre submanifold φAψ J0 into the ones in I
φA Iµ =
{
(x, y, z) ∈ C
∣∣∣∣ y = − dψµdx , z = ψµ(x), x ∈ I
}
, µ = 1, 2, 3.
One can show the following theorem. Notice, as in the case of 2-valued function, that no explicit expression
of ψµ defined on I is needed for each µ.
Theorem A.1. On the thermodynamic phase space for the Husimi-Temperley model, choose a contact
Hamiltonian h as
h(x, z) = −ψ 0(x)(z − ψ 1(x))(z − ψ 2(x))(z − ψ 3(x)). (31)
where ψ 0 is an arbitrary function of x such that ψ 0(x) > 0. Then it follows that
1. The space φA I1 is asymptotically stable in D 1 where
D 1 = { (x, y, z) ∈ C | x ∈ I, z < ψ 2(x) }.
2. The space φA I3 is asymptotically stable in D 3 where
D 3 = { (x, y, z) ∈ C | x ∈ I, z > ψ 2(x) }.
Proof. Our strategy for proving this is to show the existence of a Lyapunov function [50] for the dynamical
system obtained from substituting the contact Hamiltonian (31) into (3). The details are as follows.
First, a point of departure for this proof is to express the explicit form of the dynamical system written
in terms of the coordinates (x, y, z). From (3) and (31), the dynamical system is explicitly written as























(z − ψ 1)(z − ψ 2) (33)
ż = h = −ψ 0(x)(z − ψ 1(x))(z − ψ 2(x))(z − ψ 3(x)). (34)
The next step is to find fixed point sets. From




ż = h(x, z)
0
z = ψ 1
z = ψ 2(x)




Figure 16: Phase space of the dynamical system consisting of ż = h(x, z) and ẋ = 0 ((34) and (32)). From
ż = h, it follows that the zeros of h are the fixed points. From h in (31) its zeros are the set z = ψ 1(x),
z = ψ 2(x) and the set z = ψ 3(x). In addition, from the sign of h, the set z = ψ 1(x) and the set z = ψ 3(x)
are stable in some domains.
one has that φAIµ ⊂ C, (µ = 1, 2, 3) forms a fixed point set for each µ. Here a phase portrait of the dynamical
system is roughly discussed. It follows from (32) that x is constant in time, and thus ψµ(x) does not depend
on time.
Third, to prove the theorem, Lyapunov functions are constructed [50]. Define the functions V 1 in D 1
and V 3 in D 3 such that
V 1(x, z) =
1
2
(z − ψ 1(x)) 2, (x, y, z) ∈ D 1
V 3(x, z) =
1
2
(z − ψ 3(x)) 2, (x, y, z) ∈ D 3.
Then, one has
• In D 1, it follows that
V 1(x, z) ≥ 0,
dV 1
dt
= (z − ψ 1)h(x, z) = −ψ 0(z − ψ 1) 2(z − ψ 2)(z − ψ 3) ≤ 0, (x, y, z) ∈ D 1,
where the equality holds on the fixed point set φA I1 . Hence V 1 is a Lyapunov function in D 1 .
• In D 3, it follows that
V 3(x, z) ≥ 0,
dV 3
dt
= (z − ψ 3)h(x, z) = −ψ 0(z − ψ 1)(z − ψ 2)(z − ψ 3) 2 ≤ 0, (x, y, z) ∈ D 3,
where equality holds on the fixed point set φA I3 . Hence V 3 is a Lyapunov function in D 3.
According to the theorem of Lyapunov, one completes the proof.
The global behavior for z is understood from Fig. 16. One then deduces from Fig. 16 that, given x,
limt→∞ z(t) = ψ 1(x) in D 1, and limt→∞ z(t) = ψ 3(x) in D 3.
To elucidate the behavior of the contact Hamiltonian vector field in Theorem A.1 on the lower dimensional
spaces that have been used for the projections, see Fig. 10. This Theorem states that φA I1 and φA I3 are
stable. This is equivalent to say that the part of Legendre curves v − vi and ii− iii are stable in some
domains. Although it is not immediately clear how the stability of the curve ii− iii plays a role in physical
context, the role of stability of the curve v − vi is clear. That stability for v − vi is consistent with the
thermodynamic stability.
To grasp local flow around the fixed point sets, integral curves of the linearized equations are shown
below. For the point (yµ, zµ) = (−ψ ′µ, ψµ), introduce Yµ and Zµ such that
yµ(t) = −ψ ′µ(x) + Yµ(t), zµ(t) = ψµ(x) + Zµ(t), where ψ ′µ(x) :=
dψµ
dx
(x), µ = 1, 2, 3
which yield linearized equations. To avoid cumbersome notations, introduce
ψµµ′ = ψµ(x)− ψµ′(x), µ, µ ′ = 1, 2, 3, ψµµ′ > 0, (µ > µ ′). (35)
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Then the linearized equations are obtained as
Ż 1 = − ψ 0 ψ 21ψ 31︸ ︷︷ ︸
> 0
Z 1, Ż 2 = ψ 0 ψ 21ψ 32︸ ︷︷ ︸
> 0




Ẏ 1 = −ψ 0 ψ 21ψ 31 Y 1 + (ψ ′0 ψ 21 ψ 31 + ψ 0 ψ ′21 ψ 31 + ψ 0 ψ 21 ψ ′31)Z 1,
Ẏ 2 = ψ 0 ψ 21ψ 32 Y 2 − (ψ ′0 ψ 21 ψ 32 + ψ 0 ψ ′21 ψ 32 + ψ 0 ψ 21 ψ ′32)Z 2,
Ẏ 3 = −ψ 0 ψ 31ψ 32 Y 3 + (ψ ′0 ψ 31 ψ 32 + ψ 0 ψ ′31 ψ 32 + ψ 0 ψ 31 ψ ′32)Z 3.
To solve this linear system of equations, letting cµ and dµ be some constants, one can write the system as
Żµ = − cµZµ, Ẏµ = − cµYµ + dµZµ.
The solution of this system is
Zµ(t) = Zµ(0) e
−cµ t, Yµ(t) = (Yµ(0) + dµZµ(0) t ) e
−cµ t.
From this, the inequalities c 1 > 0, c 3 > 0, c 2 < 0, one has that the fixed point sets φAI1 and φAI3 are
linearly stable, and the φAI2 is linearly unstable. Observe from (35) and (36) that the strength of instability
is large when the value of ψµµ ′ is large. The condition when ψµµ ′(x) is large can be read off from Fig. 8.
The strength of such an instability is small near the critical point, and it is large far from the critical point.
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